Collecting information concerning business performance is a very important task for investment. If the business performance of a company is good, the stock price of the company will rise in general. Moreover, cause information of the business performance is also important, because, even if the business performance of a company is good, its stock price will not rise if the main cause is the recording of an extraordinary profit not related to core business (e.g. profit from sales of stocks). This is also the case for the bad business performance. Hence, cause information of the business performance is useful for investors in selecting companies to invest. However, since there are a number of companies that announce business performance, acquiring their all cause information manually is a considerably hard task. Hence, we propose a method of identifying articles concerning business performance and extracting cause information from them automatically by using statistical information.
We consider that various kinds of important information for the investment exist besides cause information of the business performance. For example, information concerning business tie-up or company bankruptcy is significant for investment.
In this paper, we adopt cause information of the business performance as information to be extracted for the following reason: Since our method extracts causall expression by using statistical information without predetermined patterns or complex rules given by hand, a number of documents concerning business performance are necessary. Moreover, it is easy to collect articles concerning business performance since they are described to each company every year. In the future, we expect that the automatic trading system that identifies articles concerning business performance and whether cause information has an influence on stock prices is able to be constructed by utilizing causal expressions extracted by our method. Hence 
where, P(ti, Sp) is the probability that word ti appears in positive example set Sp and is calculated by the following Formula 2
Here, Tf (ti, Sp) is the frequency of word ti in positive example set Sp and Ts(Sp) is the set of words contained in 
Overview of Causal Expressions Extraction
Our method for acquiring clue expressions is as follows.
Step 1: Input a few initial clue expressions and acquire phrases that modify them. Here, we use two clue exsales)). In this paper, such a phrase extracted in
Step 2 is defined as a •gfrequent expression•h.
Step 3: Acquire new clue expressions modified by the frequent expressions.
Step Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until they are executed predetermined times or neither new clue expressions nor new frequent expressions are extracted.
An outline of the method is shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover, our method eliminates inappropriate clue expressions by using statistical information in the set of articles concerning business performance and the set of articles not concerning business performance.
Extraction of Frequent Expressions
A frequent expression is defined as a phrase appearing frequently in a set of the phrases that modify clue expressions. Outline of our method.
Step 1: Acquire a bunsetu modifying a clue expression and eliminate a case particle from the bunsetu. We define the resulting noun as c.
Step Sf(e,c)=-fe(e,c)•ãfp(e)log2P(e,c),
where, P(e,c)=fe(e,c)/Ne(c)
where, Ne(c) is the total number of frequent expression candidates containing c in the set of articles concerning business performance. Examples of score Sf(e, c) assigned to frequent expression candidates are shown in Table 2 . In this
Selection of Frequent Expressions
The frequent expressions extracted from a set of phrases that modify clue expressions may contain inappropriate ones. Hence, our method selects appropriate frequent expressions from them. Here, our method calculates entropy H(e) based on the probability P(e, s) that frequent expression e modifies clue expression s and selects frequent expressions assigned Table 2 Examples of score assigned to frequent expression candidates. H(e)=-ƒ°s•¸S(e):P(e,s)log2P(e,s),
where, Step 1: Extract a bunsetu modified by frequent expression e.
Step 2: Acquire new clue expression s by adding a case particle contained in the frequent expression e to the bunsetu (See Fig. 4.) •õ. Fig. 5.) .
The reason why adding a case particle to the bunsetu of the clue expression is to be able to expect the improvement of precision of extracting causal expressions. 
Precision and Recall
First, we evaluated our method for extracting articles conhttp://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/hiki/ChaSen/ http://chasen.org/~taku/software/cabocha/ http://svmlight.joachims.org Note that Nikkei newspapers published in 2000 are not used as correct data since they are used as training data. Table 6 Recall and precision of causal expression acquisition (T=5). Table 7 Recall and precision of causal expression acquisition (a=0.3). . In these researches, cause and effect etc. need to be contained together in a sentence. In our method, cause corresponds to causal expressions and effect corresponds to business performance. Here, our method is able to extract causal expressions from a sentence contained in an article concerning business performance. Hence, our method need not assume that cause and effect are contained together in a sentence. Koppel et al. proposed a method for classifying news stories about a company according to its apparent impact on the performance of the company's stock [10] . Lavrenko et al, proposed a method for identifying news stories that influence the behavior of financial markets [11] . In contrast, since our method extracts causal expressions from newspaper articles concerning business performance, the task is different. In general, articles concerning business performance contain content that influences the stock price. However, even if the business performance of a company is good, the stock price of the company will not rise if the main cause is not related to its core business (e.g. profit from sales of stocks). Hence, we consider that it is necessary not only to classify articles whether they influence the stock prise but also to analyze content of articles. We expect to be able to analyze content of the articles concerning business performance circumstantially by using causal expressions extracted by our method.
Conclusion
We proposed a method for extracting phrases implying cause information from Japanese financial articles concerning business performance. First, our method extracts articles concerning business performance from newspaper corpus. Next, our method extracts causal expressions from them by using statistical information and initial clue expressions. We evaluated our method and it attained 79.2% precision and 66.1% recall, respectively. In addition to this, we compared our method with our previous method [2] by experiments and the experimental results showed that our new method outperforms our previous one. 
